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1. More Attacking Results
We report the intermediate attacking results to confirm

the desired property of global feature occluders: intra-class
generalization and specificity. That is, a global feature oc-
cluder should disrupt decisive feature filters common to the
specified category of images. Since directly examining zil-
lions of internal neurons is prohibitively expensive, we re-
sort to the solutions as follows.

1.1. Intra-class Generalization

This property means that a global feature occluder can
fool model predictions on samples of the target class, in-
cluding those that the global feature occluder has never
seen during training. Intra-class generalization reflects that
global feature occluders can disturb feature filters common
to the target class. To examine this property, for a target
class, we first occlude clean ImageNet images with the cor-
responding global feature occluder. Then we investigate the
model performance on the resultant samples.

Table S1 reports the average results over the 100 ran-
dom classes covered in the main paper. We view the Ima-
geNet validation set as the test set. Although global feature
occluders have never seen the test set of ImageNet during
training, there is a significant degradation of model accu-
racy on both the training and test set after the employment
of matched global feature occluders. It corroborates that the
learned global feature occluders possess a strong capacity
for intra-class generalization.

1.2. Specificity

This property requires that a global feature occluder can-
not severely mislead model decisions on samples from the
other classes that it does not target. Specificity confirms
that global feature occluders can undermine feature filters
specific to the target class. To investigate this property, we
still focus on the same 100 classes we explore before. Con-
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cretely, for a global feature occluder, we apply it to the in-
stances from the remaining 99 categories that it does not
initially target. Then we record the model accuracy on the
resultant images.

Table S2 summarizes the average results over the 100
classes. Global feature occluders witness a much-limited
attack success rate under this setup, which satisfies our
expectation of learning a class-specific global feature oc-
cluder. Besides, there is an observable degree of vulner-
ability of models to unmatched global feature occluders.
It may be because similar image categories are likely to
share some critical feature detectors. Worse still, ImageNet
often requires fine-grained classification between similar
subspecies of an animal [S3], such as great white sharks
and tiger sharks, which can aggravate the susceptibility of
trained classifiers to global feature occluders.

To further illustrate the specificity of derived global fea-
ture occluders, we exhibit examples of learned global fea-
ture occluders, along with correctly classified legitimate
samples and their distorted counterparts in Figure S1. Re-
markably, global feature occluders are not identical for dif-
ferent classes. Besides, the misclassifications incurred by
global feature occluders do not converge to the same in-
correct label. Therefore, it again shows that global feature
occluders are class-specific.

From Figure S1, we can also discover that model deci-
sions often deviate a lot from the original ones when en-
countering global feature occluders, while the perturbation
can hardly harm human perception. It confirms that feature
occluders do not need to degenerate images in a human-
notable fashion, or align with meaningful image regions to
humans. This observation is consistent with the finding in
the literature that in contrast to human visual systems, the
building blocks of model reasoning, namely, the feature de-
tectors, are susceptible to structured noises [S5, S4, S2, S1].



Top-1 Training 

Accuracy

Top-1 Test 

Accuracy

Top-1 Training 

Accuracy

Top-1 Test 

Accuracy

ResNet-50 0.8771 0.7756 0.0973 0.1662

GoogLeNet 0.8115 0.7494 0.0907 0.2606

VGG-16 0.8095 0.7358 0.1001 0.1616

Clean Perturbed

Model

Table S1: Average top-1 accuracy of different models on clean images and the counterparts perturbed with matched global
feature occluders. A global feature occluder can successfully fool model predictions on both the training and unseen test data
of the target class, which confirms its intra-class generalization capacity.

Top-1 Training 

Accuracy

Top-1 Test 

Accuracy

Top-1 Training 

Accuracy

Top-1 Test 

Accuracy

ResNet-50 0.8771 0.7756 0.6063 0.5586

GoogLeNet 0.8115 0.7494 0.5893 0.5662

VGG-16 0.8095 0.7358 0.5392 0.5035

Model

Clean Perturbed

Table S2: Average top-1 accuracy of different models on clean images and the counterparts perturbed with unmatched global
feature occluders. Global feature occluders exhibit much-limited attack success rates under this scenario, which reflects that
they are class-specific.
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Figure S1: Examples of learned global feature occluders and their effects on model decisions. In every two columns of
one model, the images from the top row to the bottom one are the learned global feature occluder for a target class (with
pixel values magnified to natural image ranges for visibility), the clean images of this class from the ILSVRC 2012 training
set [S3], and the resultant images distorted by the global feature occluder of this class, respectively. The labels above these
images report the model predictions. All model decisions on clean images are correct. We see that: (1) global feature
occluders are not identical for different classes, and (2) the misclassifications on perturbed images do not converge to the
same label. These observations further validate that global feature occluders are class-specific.
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Figure S1: (Continued) Examples of learned global feature occluders and their effects on model decisions. In every two
columns of one model, the images from the top row to the bottom one are the learned global feature occluder for a target
class (with pixel values magnified to natural image ranges for visibility), the clean images of this class from the ILSVRC
2012 training set [S3], and the resultant images distorted by the global feature occluder of this class, respectively. The labels
above these images report the model predictions. All model decisions on clean images are correct. We see that: (1) global
feature occluders are not identical for different classes, and (2) the misclassifications on perturbed images do not converge to
the same label. These observations further validate that global feature occluders are class-specific.


